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DIRECTOR’S NOTES

It is always a thrill and a privilege to present the accomplishments of our young performers. We can appreciate the dramatic growth in their talent; watching them arrive in first year with little training and a lot of hopes and ambition, and seeing them now, dancing and singing as a solo act, full of professional confidence and the realization that their dreams are coming true through hard work and drive.

Join us, the faculty and staff, in celebration of their significant accomplishments and in support for their future success.

Rod Maxwell
Artistic Director,
Theatre Sheridan

CAST AND MUSICAL NUMBERS

Masters of Ceremony ......................................................... Virginia Cowan,
                          Michael Power

Act 1

Coming Home/ Can’t Stop Dancing ...................................... Full Company

Honeysuckle Rose ............................................................... Sheena Turcotte

Soul Bossa Nova ..........*Scott Turner* with Veronica Bachiu, Alyssa Becker,
                                  Leanne Boland, Sarah Blair Irwin, Allison McCaughey,
                                  Laska Sawade

Lovin’ Each Day ..........*Jamie Caton* with Julie Burns, Eran Goodyear,
                                         Cliff Sardinha

Lady Marmalade ......................*Lisa Lennox* with Tetiana Ostashowych,
                                         Sheena Turcotte

Cry Me a River ................................................................. Veronica Bachiu
Lately ........................................................... Stewart A. McKensy

Too Close for Comfort .......... Ioana Hasapis with Alyssa Becker, Brock
Burford, Tom Delbello, Saccha Dennis, Andrea Dlouhy, Matt Evilsizor,
Eran Goodyear, Spencer Hari, Rochelle Kives, Sarah Slywchuk

Anytime, Anywhere ...................... Phedra L’Abbe with Virginia Cowan,
                   Amanda Jollimore

Just Got Paid .... Cliff Sardinha with Lisa Lennox, Tetiana Ostapowycz,
                                           Sheena Turcotte, Sara Alexander, Jeff Ash, Matt Boden,
                                           Leanne Boland, Saccha Demis, Adrea Dlouhy, Spencer Hari,
                                           Rochelle Kives, Dylan Maher, Allison McCaughey, Christina Pagel

Ghostbusters ... Brock Burford with Tetiana Ostapowycz, Jory Rossiter,
                                Matt Evilsizor, Lisa Sonshine

Gaelic Song .... Virginia Cowan with Julie Burns, Michael Power, Sarah
                  Sheps, Geoff Arseneau, Tom Delbello, Ben Graham, Spencer Hari,
                  Dylan Maher, Jonathan Maiman, Scott Turner

I’ll Meet You in Manhattan ........................................ Kate Campbell

Sweet Ones........................................ Amanda Jollimore with Sophie Hunter,
                                           Phedra L’Abbe

I Gotcha!....................... Julia Juhas with Matt Irvine, Stewart A. McKensy

Buenos Aires Hora Cero .......... Sarah Slywchuk with Sara Alexander,
                                           Craig Fair, Allison McCaughey, Stewart A. McKensy, Jory Rossiter,
                                           Shawna Van Omme

Dogs & Thunder............................ Holly Merritt with Sheena Turcotte

Natural Woman .......... Lisa Sonshine with Dena Chiarcossi, Julia Juhas,
                                  Sheena Turcotte

Uptown Girl ......................... Jory Rossiter with Veronica Bachiu,
                                          Kate Campbell, Matt Evilsizor, Craig Fair, Sophie Hunter,
                                          Holly Merritt, Michael Power, Cliff Sardinha, Sarah Slywchuk
Act 2

I Love Paris/Can-Can ........................................................Full Company

Get Here......................................................................Heather McGuigan

Do the Mario ......................Ben Graham with Jeff Ash, Tom Delbello,
Anna MacLean, Dylan Maher, Allison McCAughy,
Laska Sawade, Sarah Sheps, Spencer Hari

I'd Give It All for You..............Jennifer Braund with Michael Power

My First Mistake ..............Julie Burns with Brock Burford, Jordan L’Abbe

Headlines ......................................Sophie Hunter with Veronica Bachiu,
Heather McGuigan, Geoff Arsneau, Rochelle Kives,
Matt Boden, Sarah Sheps

Hard Times..................................Jordan L’Abbe with Brock Burford

Creep ..............................Matt Irvine with Ben Graham, Matt Evilsizor,
Tetiana Ostapowych

Hero & Leander ..............Christina Pagel with Tom Delbello, Craig Fair,
Laska Sawade

Hit That Jive..............Eran Goodyear with Jordan L’Abbe, Jory Rossiter

General Taylor .....................Michael Power with Matt Irvine, Jeff Ash,
Jonathan Mailman

Goodnight, Saigon .......Craig Fair with Trevor Covelli, Michael Power,
Jory Rossiter, Cliff Sardinha

Faith of the Heart/Bye, Bye Baby .................................Full Company
DANCE CAPTAINS

Craig Fair
Eran Goodyear

VOCAL CAPTAIN

Matt Irvine

COMPANY

Sara Alexander
Geoff Arseneau
Jeff Ash
Alyssa Becker
Matt Boden
Leanne Boland
Dena Chiarcossi
Trevor Covelli
Tom Delbello
Saccha Dennis
Andrea Dlouhy
Matt Evilsizor
Spencer Hari
Sarah Blair Irwin
Rochelle Kives
Dylan Maher
Jonathan Mailman
Anna MacLean
Allison McCaughey
Stewart A. McKensy
Daphne Moens
Tetiana Ostapowych
Laska Sawade
Sarah Sheps
Becca Townes
Shawna Van Omme
# TECHNICAL CREW

Stage Manager ................................................................. Leslie Sidley
Assistant Stage Managers ........................................ Michelle Bailey, Jennifer Dixon
Live Mix ............................................................................ Brett Davidson
Production Audio ........................................................... Tiernan McCann
Lighting Board Operator .................................................. Steve McCoy
Production Assistants .................................................... Craig Goddard, Christine Tetlock
Crew Chief ....................................................................... Simon Cockman
Running Crew................................................................. Jessica Lafond, Drew Mutton, Ace Piton, Jeff Willard
Audio Crew ......................................................................... Shannon Handley, Justin Schaefer
Head Electrician .................................................................. Michael Muncie
Deck Electrician ................................................................. Marie Fewer
Electrical Crew ...................................................... Marie Fewer, Shannon Handley, Steve McCoy, Ace Piton,
Samantha Rolfe, Justin Schaefer
Followspots.......Danny O’Kane, Samantha Rolfe, Thomas Sadowski, Heather Watt
Head Painter ....................................................................... Ian Gruszczynski
Paint Crew ................................................................. Jon Cummings, Jessica Lafond, Drew Mutton,
Thomas Sadowski, Jaclyn Wilcox, Jeffrey Willard
Head of Properties .......................................................... Kristina Borg
Properties Crew ............................................................ Lindsey Bates, Katherine Coyle, Brynn McCarron
Head of Wardrobe ............................................................ Eric Ball
Wardrobe Crew ............................................................. Adele Abrams, Alexis How, Vanessa Janiszewski,
Myron Jurychuk, Mar Langtry, Brad Nowak, Chloe Sanders
Dressers .............................................................................. Alexis How, Vanessa Janiszewski

# TECHNICAL STAFF

Props Builder ................................................................. Brian Barlow
Wardrobe Assistant ........................................................ Tracy Beach
Seamstress ........................................................................ Barbara Rowe
Seamstress ........................................................................ Michelle Turpin